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ABOUT THIS REPORT [102-1]
This sustainability report is the fourth publication by Harn Len Corporation Bhd (“Harn
Len” or the “Group”) which aims to provide an overview of the sustainability efforts and
approaches undertaken by the Group. This report highlights the significant contribution
made by Harn Len in addressing its Economic, Environmental and Social (EES)
impacts and how the Group is managing the EES risks arising from our operational
activities.
In 2019, we reassessed our material sustainability matters to better suit the current
sustainability topics relevant to oil palm industry as well as to represent latest EES
priorities to the Group. We hope by doing this, we are more cognisant about our EES
impacts and it will guide us to improve our management approaches.
This year, we are proud to announce that we have successfully obtained the Malaysian
Sustainable Palm Oil certification for our oil palm plantations and palm oil mills except
Senang Estate and Masranti Sebangkoi Sdn Bhd. During the preparation of this
statement, Senang Estate is in the midst of obtaining the certification and this shall be
reported in next year’s statement. By virtue of this certification, we are committed to
practice sustainable business approaches and minimise negative impacts to the
environment surrounding our operations.

Report Scope and Boundaries [102-2, 102-3, 102-4, 102-46]
This report outlines sustainability efforts carried out by our operations as listed below.
The scope and boundaries are determined based on operations with major revenue
contributions to the Group where the main operational activities are conducted. Our
oil palm plantations are spread across Sarawak and Pahang and we have one palm
oil mill in Sarawak.
This report also covers activities in our main offices in Johor Bahru, Johor and
Kuching, Sarawak.
Company

Business
Activities
Main office

Location of
operations
Harn Len Corporation Bhd
Johor
Bahru
and
Kuching
Oil palm estate Pahang
(Senang Estate)
Masranti Plantation Sdn Bhd
Oil palm estate Samarahan
(Masranti Estate)
and palm oil mill
(Masranti Oil Mill)
Masranti Sebangkoi Sdn Bhd
Oil palm estate
Simunjan
Harn Len Pelita Bengunan Sdn Bhd Oil palm estate
Sri Aman
102-1: Name of the organisation
102-2: Activities, brands, products, and services
102-3: Location of headquarters
102-4: Location of operations
102-46: Defining report content and topic Boundaries
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Reporting Period [102-50]
Details included in this report refer to the financial year period from 1st January 2019
to 31st December 2019, unless indicated otherwise.

Reporting Approach [102-54]
This sustainability report is prepared in accordance with the Main Market Listing
Requirements (“MMLR”) issued by Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad (“Bursa
Malaysia”) and its Sustainability Reporting Guide 2018. This report references the GRI
Standards 2018 (Standards). Specific content used from the Standards are listed as
below:
• GRI 102-1, 102-2, 102-3, 102-4, 102-7, 102-8, 102-9, 102-15, 102-17 until 10219, 102-21, 102-23, 102-26, 102-29, 102-32, 102-40 until 102-44, 102-46, 102-47,
102-50, 102-53, 102-54, 102-55
• GRI 102-1, 103-2
• GRI 201-1, 201-2, 204-1, 205-2
• GRI 302-1, 302-2, 303-2, 303-5, 306-2
• GRI 401-1, 403-1, 403-2, 403-4, 403-5, 404-1, 405-1, 407-1, 408-1, 409-1, 413-1

102-50: Reporting period
102-54: Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards
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SUSTAINABILITY AT HARN LEN
As a certified organisation to the Malaysian Sustainable Palm Oil (MSPO), we
recognise our duty towards implementing responsible agricultural practices and
continuing our efforts in managing operational impacts on the EES areas. We align
our sustainability approaches with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(“SDGs”) for the aim of further internalising our sustainability initiatives and
contributing to the achievement of the SDGs.
In 2019, we identified 10 SDGs that are relevant to our business activities and
sustainability efforts carried out in our operations.
SDGs

Goal

Harn Len’s Contribution

• End poverty in all
its forms
everywhere

o Enhancing rural development by establishing
estates and mills
o Creating job opportunities and higher income
sources for the local residents including
indigenous people

o End hunger, achieve
food security and
improved nutrition
and promote
sustainable
agriculture

o Producing high quality palm oil that is safe
for consumption and accessible to the
general public through local markets

o Maintaining good health and well-being of
o Ensure healthy lives
workers through creating a conducive and
and promote wellbeing for all at all ages
safe working environment for all

o Ensure inclusive and
equitable quality
education and
promote lifelong
learning
opportunities for all

o Providing development opportunities to
employees to enroll into diploma
programme pertaining to plantation
management
o

o Ensuring clean sources of water supply on
o Ensure availability
plantation grounds for consumption of
and sustainable
management of water
plantation workers
and sanitation for all
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o Promote sustained,
inclusive and
sustainable economic
growth, full and
productive
employment and
decent work for all

o Creating employment opportunities and
contributing to Malaysia’s annual palm oil
revenue
o Ensuring healthy and safe working
conditions at all operating units
o Enforcing human rights and labour rights
o Ensuring fair treatment and opportunities
at the workplace

o Ensure responsible
consumption and
production patterns

o

o

Using natural resources efficiently by
reusing empty fruit bunch (EFB) as fuel
resource
Developing standards to ensure
compliance to MSPO certification

o Take urgent action to o Ensuring responsible agriculture practice
combat climate
by implementing Zero Burning Policy
change and its
impacts
o Strengthen resilience
and adaptive capacity
to climate-related
hazards and natural
disasters in all
countries
• Protect, restore and
promote sustainable
use of terrestrial
ecosystems,
sustainably manage
forests, combat
desertification, halt
and reverse land
degradation and halt
biodiversity loss

o Establishing protected areas for riparian
vegetation that are rich in biodiversity
within our operating grounds

• Promote peaceful and
inclusive societies for
sustainable
development, provide
access to justice for
all and build effective,
accountable and
inclusive institutions
at all levels

o Ensuring compliance with national laws
and regulations
o Obtained MSPO certification in 2019
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OUR SUSTAINABILITY LEADERSHIP [102-18, 102-19, 102-23, 102-26,
102-29, 102-32]

Harn Len institutionalises sustainability at the Board of Directors (“Board”) level as we
believe this enhances accountability and commitments to sustainability initiatives and
performance. The Board is committed to ensure that a sustainability culture is
embedded throughout the Group. In realising this, the Board is assisted by the
Sustainability Committee (“SC”) which is responsible to work towards identifying,
implementing and monitoring sustainability initiatives and parameters.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
• Provides a final approval on sustainabilty-related
policies, initiatives and identified material issues
relevant to the Company
• Oversees overall progress of sustainability efforts
implemented by the “SC”

SUSTAINABILITY COMMITTEE (“SC”)
• Led by the Chairman who reports to the Board of
Directors on the initiatives of the “SC”
• Recommends sustainability-related policies to be
implemented throughout the Company
• Periodically reviews the implemented sustainability
policies and initiatives
• Recommends amendments to the sustainability policies
and initiatives
• Recommends sustainability matters identified as
material to the Company
• Highlights any material non-compliance issues to the
Board of Directors
• Reviews and monitors the Company’s enforcement of
policies with regards to maintaining compliance with
applicable jurisdictional laws, regulations and policies

102-18: Governance structure
102-19: Delegating authority
102-23: Chair of the highest governance body
102-26: Role of the highest governance body in setting purpose, values, and strategy
102-29: Identifying and managing economic, environmental, and social impacts
102-32: Highest governance body’s role in sustainability reporting
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS [102-21, 102-40, 102-42, 102-43, 102-44]
At Harn Len, we actively communicate with our stakeholders to ensure accomplishment of our target; understand and manage various
stakeholder expectations. Engagement includes formal and informal sessions such as client meeting, feedback sessions, community
programmes, inspection and circulation of memo, among others.
STAKEHOLDER
GROUPS

AREAS OF INTEREST

MODE OF
ENGAGEMENT

FREQUENCY

HARN LEN’S
RESPONSE

Investors

• Sustainability and
maximization of shareholder
value
• Financial performance and
business strategy

• Annual General Meeting
• Annual report
• Company website

• Yearly
• Yearly
• As and when
necessary

• Regular engagement
session with investors
such as financial results
announcement and
Annual General Meeting

Employees

•
•
•
•

• Circulation of internal
memos
• Management meetings
• Performance appraisals
• Training and product
knowledge
• Regular client meetings
• Feedback sessions
• Community and
networking events

• As and when
necessary
• Monthly/Quarterly
• Yearly
• As and when
necessary
• Scheduled meeting
• As and when
necessary
• Ad-hoc

• Training and development
opportunities provided to
employees

• Inspection by local
authorities
• General meetings
between managers and
local regulators
• Direct meetings and
audits

• Yearly/As required

• Human Rights and Labour
Rights Policy
• Occupational Safety and
Health Policy
• Appointed safety and
health officer

Performance management
Learning and development
Industrial harmony
Equitable remuneration

Customers

• Efficient complaints resolution
• Customer-company
relationship management
• Safety and security

Regulatory
Agencies and
Statutory Bodies

• Labour practices
• Occupational safety and
health
• Environmental management
and compliance

• As and when
necessary
• Scheduled meeting

Details can be found under
‘Training and Development’

• Routine visits to
customers’ facilities to
check on product delivery
and to obtain feedback on
our products
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• Conducted Hazard
Identification, Risk
Assessment and Risk
Control (HIRADC)
• Conducted Chemical
Health Risk Assessment
(CHRA)
• MSPO certification
• Monitoring of
environmental parameters

Suppliers

Local
Communities

• Transparent procurement
practices
• Service and delivery
• Fair contract terms

• Evaluation and
performance reviews
• Vendor registration
• Fair contract negotiations

• Yearly

• Social issues
• Transparency and
accountabilities to the
communities
• Environmental impact

• Festival season
celebrations and events
with local communities
• CSR activities
• Community engagement

• Per event

• As required
• Always

• Per event
• Always

Details can be found under
‘Labour Rights’, ‘Occupational
health and Safety’ and Our
Environmental Impact’

• Conducted vendor
performance evaluation

Details can be found under ‘Our
procurement Practices’

• Organised Tutup Gawai
Festival and Hari Raya
thanksgiving
• Contribution to schools

Details can be found under ‘Our
Community Development’

102-21: Consulting stakeholders on economic, environmental, and social topics
102-40: List of stakeholder groups
102-42: Identifying and selecting stakeholders
102-43: Approach to stakeholder engagement
102-44: Key topics and concerns raised
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MATERIALITY MATRIX [102-15, 102-47]
This year, we reassessed our list of material sustainability matters as we observed the need to better represent our sustainability
topics with current market outlook and requirements. We have identified 15 material matters and ranked their importance to business
operations and stakeholders using the weighted ranking method. The Sustainability Committee and the key person-in-charge for the
Group were involved in this materiality assessment session.

102-15: Key impacts, risks, and opportunities
102-47: List of material topics
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MAPPING OF MATERIAL SUSTAINABILITY MATTERS TO SDGs [102-15, 102-47]
We believe that any initiative carried out by the Group towards enriching local community, protecting the environment and caring for
employees and communities, contribute to the achievement of SDGs. We mapped our material sustainability matters to the identified
SDGs focus areas, to showcase our approaches in addressing gaps towards a sustainable palm oil industry.

GOVERNANCE

Ethics & integrity

ECONOMIC

MATERIAL
SUSTAINABILITY
MATTERS
Corporate
Governance

Procurement
Practices

CORRESPONDING
GRI ASPECTS
General
Disclosures

STAKEHOLDERS INTEREST

RELEVANT SDGs

Employees, Investors

Employees, Suppliers
General
Disclosures

Regulatory
Compliance

Employees, Investors, Regulatory Agencies
and Statutory Bodies
Environmental
Compliance,
Socioeconomic
Compliance
Procurement
Practices

Suppliers
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ENVIRONMENTAL

Air quality

Emissions,
Environmental
Compliance

Local Communities, Regulatory Agencies
and Statutory Bodies

Effluent & Waste

Effluents and
Waste,
Environmental
Compliance

Local Communities, Regulatory Agencies
and Statutory Bodies

Responsible
Environmental
Agricultural Practice Compliance

Local Communities, Regulatory Agencies
and Statutory Bodies
Investors, Customers

Human-Animal
Conflict

Local Communities, Investors and
Regulatory Agencies and Statutory Bodies

Biodiversity

Energy Management Energy

Local communities, Investors

Water Management

Local Communities, Investors

Water and Effluents
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Contribution to
Society

Employment,
Rights of
Indigenous People,
Local Communities

Local Communities

Employment,
Occupational
Health and Safety,
Diversity and Equal
Opportunity

Employees, Regulatory Agencies and
Statutory Bodies

Talent Retention &
Attraction

Training and
Education

Employees

Occupational Safety
and Health

Occupational
Health and Safety

Employees and Regulatory Agencies and
Statutory Bodies

Diversity &
Inclusiveness

Employment,
Diversity and Equal
Opportunity,
Customer Health
and Safety

Employees

SOCIAL

Labour Rights

102-15: Key impacts, risks, and opportunities
102-47: List of material topics
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OUR GOVERNANCE
Governance is at the heart of our businesses as it determines the way we conduct our
businesses; and it influences how the business objectives of the Group are set and
executed including how risk is being managed. We believe good governance practices
are important to strengthen stakeholders trust, prepare the Group for any changing
environment and to provide a foundation for any high performing organisation to
impact the society.

Corporate Governance
We are also committed to fulfil the Main Market Listing Requirements (MMLR) to
maintain listing on stock exchange which facilitates growth of the Group. In addition to
that, Harn Len abides to the Malaysian Code on Corporate Governance 2017 (MCCG)
which provides guidelines on approaches to embed greater culture on corporate
governance practices.
Our obligations to MCCG are further detailed out in our yearly Corporate Governance
Report which is available on our website. This report is to be read in conjunction with
the Corporate Governance section in this Annual Report 2019.

Ethics and Integrity [102-17, 205-2]
At Harn Len, we are governed by the Group’s policies on ethical and professional
business conduct such as Code of Ethics and Conduct and Whistleblowing Policy.
These policies are communicated to all directors and employees through various
platforms including website, briefing sessions and employee handbook.
Code of Ethics and Conduct
The Code of Ethics and Conduct (“the Code”) sets out principles and standards of
business ethics and conduct of the Group. The Code provides guidance on
management of ethical issues and promotion of ethical culture within the Group. This
document outlines areas of potential misconduct and what are the expected behaviour
by the directors and employees while conducting business dealings. Among the areas
covered in the Code are:
o
o
o
o
o

Conflict of interest
Corruption and unethical practices
Money laundering
Gifts, Meals and Entertainment
Sexual Harassment

102-17: Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics
205-2: Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and procedures
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Whistleblowing Policy
Harn Len strives to maintain good governance practices and to uphold integrity in all
our operational activities and business dealings. In any case of unethical behaviour,
misconduct, malpractices, illegal acts and failure to comply with regulatory laws and
regulations, all employees and stakeholders are encouraged to report the incident.
The Whistleblowing Policy provides a mechanism for reporting suspected or actual
wrongdoing, facilitating investigation and protecting genuine whistle-blowers from any
risk of reprisal.
All complaints received is treated confidentially and the identity of the whistle-blower
will not be revealed unless it is required by relevant authorities. To communicate any
incident, it should be first raised to an immediate superior, but in the case where it is
not possible or appropriate to do so; the report can be directed to the Managing
Director and/or the Audit Committee Chairman.

Regulatory Compliance
In conducting businesses, we are governed by laws and regulations in both economic,
environmental and social aspects. With our operations mostly in Sarawak, we are also
governed by state laws and regulations. List of key applicable laws and regulations
that we are adhering to are as below. The list excludes environmental laws and
regulations which are detailed out in the ‘Our Environmental Impact’ section.
FEDERAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Employees Provident Fund Act 1991
Factories and Machineries Act 1967
Immigration Act 1959
Passports Act 1966
Industrial Relations Act 1967
Workers’ Minimum Standards of Housing and Amenities Act 1990
Pesticides Act 1974
Income Tax Act 1967
Companies Act 1965
Occupational Safety and Health Act 1994
Minimum Wage Order 2020
Malaysian Palm Oil Board 1998
Malaysian Palm Oil Board (Licensing) Regulations 2005
Akta Perkhidmatan Bomba 1988
Peraturan-Peraturan Perkhidmatan Bomba (Perakuan Bomba) 2001
SARAWAK STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Sarawak Labour Ordinance

We keep track and monitor non-compliances using our List of Legal Compliance
Register. For 2019, we did not incur any significant fines for non-compliances to the
laws and regulations.
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OUR PROCUREMENT PRACTICES [102-9, 204-1]
Harn Len recognises that our business is strongly supported by suppliers and vendors.
We engage 100% local suppliers as we believe that local companies understand better
our requirements and it minimises language barriers. By appointing local suppliers, we
are also able to reduce transportation cost and associated carbon emission. Types of
suppliers that we engaged are outlined as below.
o Heavy machinery
o Weighbridge servicing
o Fresh fruit bunch (FFB)
o Transportation
o Spare parts
o Maintenance and repair
o Computer
o Paper printing
We conduct vendor performance evaluation to assess few critical areas that are
important for the Group in ensuring their products and services meet our requirements.
Vendor performance is important as it will determine the quality of our products as we
are depending on our suppliers to support our business continuity. The evaluation
checks on areas such as quality of product, delivery performance, timely response to
complaints including after sales service and technical knowledge.

102-9: Supply chain
204-1: Proportion of spending on local suppliers
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OUR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
At Harn Len, sustainability is an important measure to assist us in implementing
responsible agricultural practice and minimising negative impacts from our activities
on the environment. We aim to ensure that our operational activities are conducted in
a manner that facilitate reduction of our carbon footprint, minimise air pollution, land
and water contamination, and ensure responsible management of water and waste.

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

Obtained MSPO certification in 2019

Responsible Agriculture Practice
The Group’s oil palm plantations and palm oil processing facilities in Sarawak and
Pahang are governed by the Malaysian Sustainable Palm Oil (MSPO) certification. All
our operating units except for Senang Estate and Masranti Sebangkoi Sdn Bhd have
obtained the MSPO certification in 2019, in accordance to the mandatory requirement
for plantation industries to be certified with MSPO standards by end of 2019. Senang
Estate is expected to obtain the MSPO certification in 2020 and has been actively
completing the MSPO principles since 2019. The table below summarises the list of
MSPO certification and its scope for our estates and palm oil mill.
Location
Scope
Harn Len Corporation Bhd: Estates in Production of Fresh Fruit Bunches (FFB)
Serian and Samarahan, Sarawak
including oil palm operations (planting,
manuring,
spraying,
weeding,
harvesting) and management activities
Masranti Plantation Sdn Bhd: Estate Production of Fresh Fruit Bunches (FFB)
in Samarahan, Sarawak
for Plantations in compliance with the
MSPO Certification Standard MS25303:2013 Part 3: General Principles For Oil
Palm Plantations And Organised
Smallholders
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Masranti
Plantation
Sdn
Bhd
(Masranti Palm Oil Mill): Palm oil mill
in Samarahan, Sarawak
Harn Len Pelita Bengunan Sdn Bhd:
Estate in Sri Aman, Sarawak

Sustainable management of palm oil mill
with 75 metric tonne per hour (MT/hr)
Production of Fresh Fruit Bunches (FFB)
for Plantations in compliance with the
MSPO Certification Standard MS25303:2013 Part 3: General Principles For Oil
Palm Plantations And Organised
Smallholders

To support the implementation of MSPO principles in our operations, we conduct
various initiatives such as establishment of Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) to
guide implementation of responsible agriculture practice throughout our operations.
We also conduct regular trainings and briefings for our workers. These trainings are
important to provide updates on any work procedures relevant to sustainable palm oil
practices and serves as a reminder for workers to continue to adhere to the MSPO
criteria.
Elements of responsible agricultural practices include proper management of
herbicides and pesticides applied on estate grounds. We ensure no chemical mixing
and spraying activities take place near buffer zones and riparian zones, to protect
these areas from chemical contamination. Chemical handling trainings are also
organised for our workers to avoid chemical spillage into water courses within and
adjacent to our estates. To protect the biodiversity surrounding our operations, we
display posters and signages about the protection of flora and fauna to create
awareness amongst the local communities the importance of biodiversity on the oil
palm environment.

Environmental Monitoring [303-2]
Harn Len’s operations in oil palm plantations and palm oil mills are regulated by
various environmental laws and regulations due to environmental impacts arising from
our operations. List of applicable environmental laws and regulations that we adhere
to are as below:
FEDERAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Environmental Quality Act 1974 (Act 127)
Environmental Quality (Prescribed Premises) (Environmental Impact Assessment) Order
1987
Environmental Quality (Prescribed Premises) (Crude Palm Oil) Order 1977
Environmental Quality (Scheduled Wastes) Regulations 2005
Environmental Quality (Declared Activities) (Open Burning) Order 2003
Environmental Quality (Clean Air) Regulation 2014
Environmental Quality (Control of Emission from Diesel Engines) Regulations 1996
SARAWAK STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Sarawak Land Code
Drainage and Irrigation Ordinance 1956 (Sarawak No. 15)
Natural Resources and Environment Ordinance Sarawak 1958 (Chapter 84 – Amendments)
303-2: Management of water discharge-related impacts
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To ensure adherence to the above laws and regulations, we monitor relevant
environmental parameters such as effluent discharge and stake air emission which
are conducted monthly and biannually, respectively. We also have installed the
continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS) as required under the Environmental
Quality (Clean Air) Regulations 2014. For effluent management, we appointed a
certified environmental professional in the treatment of palm oil mill effluent (POME)
to operate POME treatment system, monitor treatment system and evaluate
performance data. In 2019, we successfully met the permissible limits for all
environmental parameters that are applicable to our operations.

Energy Management [302-1, 302-3]
In 2019, we continued to monitor our energy usage such as electricity and diesel
consumption throughout our mills and estates. Masranti Oil Mill uses diesel generator
set to produce electricity for use in the mill itself and supplied to nearby estate under
the Masranti Plantation Sdn Bhd including Masranti Estate and Masranti Sebangkoi
Estate. For Harn Len Pelita Bengunan and Senang Estate, their electricity
consumption data are excluded in this report, as they obtained electricity from the oil
mills.
Masranti Oil Mill consumed a total of 17,601 kWh in 2019 which is a two-fold increase
compared to 2018. This is due to an increase in activities at our operation sites. This
year, we established the electricity intensity1 which will be used as the baseline to
compare year-on-year intensity levels in the coming years. The electricity intensity in
2019 has increased from previous years due to lower CPO production and electricity
was still generated for daily use at our estates, offices and workers quarters.
Electricity consumption
(kWh)Masranti Oil Mill

Electricity intensity (kWh per
tonne CPO) Masranti Oil Mill
0.41

17,601

8,370

2017

7,294

2018

2019

0.12

0.13

2017

2018

2019

1

Intensity refers to consumption (electricity/diesel/water) per tonne of CPO or size of estate. The intensity provides stronger
representation of consumption patterns as it includes factor of production output and size of estate. Intensity value is a normalised
value based on identified denominator such as tonne of CPO or size of estate.
302-1: Energy consumption within the organisation
302-3: Energy intensity
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We also established the diesel intensity to monitor diesel consumption patterns
against tonnes of crude palm oil (CPO) produced or size of estate. In 2019, most of
our operations showed decreasing trends in diesel consumption by approximately
27% to 31% except for Masranti Oil Mill. This pattern is parallel with diesel intensity
for both estate and mill. The diesel intensity for Masranti Oil Mill increased in 2019,
which was due to increase in operations and at some instances, the diesel generator
set still needs to run to provide electricity to the offices, estates and workers quarters,
despite no milling processes.

DIESEL CONSUMPTION (LITRE)
2018

2019

MASRANTI OIL MILL

MASRANTI ESTATE

HARN LEN PELITA
BENGUNAN

111,619

137,391

155,292

177,156

199,229

190,611

436,451

485,021

399,704

336,610

349,608

2017

SENANG ESTATE

*Diesel consumption data excludes Masranti Estate in 2017 due to unavailability of data

Diesel intensity (litre per tonne CPO) Masranti Oil Mill
9.40

6.01
5.08

2017

2018

2019
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DIES EL IN T EN S IT Y ( LIT RE PER S Q UARE
M ET RE O F PLAN TAT IO N LAN D)

0.0073
0.0030

0.0034

0.0032
-

0.0053

2019

0.0065

2018

0.009

0.010

2017

MASRANTI ESTATE

HARN LEN PELITA
BENGUNAN

SENANG ESTATE

*Diesel consumption data excludes Masranti Estate in 2017 due to unavailability of data

Water Management [303-5]
Water is an important resource for our estates and mill processes. At our estates, we
need a stable supply of water to ensure our palm trees grow healthily and are able to
produce optimum yield. In our mills, water is being used for multiple palm oil mill
processes such as sterilization, purification and boiler feed to generate power. We aim
to ensure a balanced use of water consumption for our operational activities with
conservation of water resource.
In 2019, we maintained our water consumption for Senang Estate from 2017 until
2019, whereas we recorded lower water consumption compared to 2018 by 12% for
Masranti Oil Mill. However, our water intensity for Masranti Oil Mill increased by 16%
in 2019 compared to 2018. This is due to lower CPO production for this year and the
fact that water is still consumed for daily activities at our estates, offices and workers
quarters.

WATER CONSUMPTION (M 3)
585,738
524,157
462,882

18,000
2017

18,000
2018
Masranti Oil Mill

16,800
2019

Senang Estate

303-5: Water consumption
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Water intensity (m3 per tonne CPO) Masranti Oil Mill
10.88
8.51

2017

9.36

2018

2019

Waste Management [306-2]
At Harn Len, we generate both scheduled and non-scheduled wastes from our
plantation and milling activities. We produce a large volume of organic waste which is
empty fruit bunch (EFB) from crude palm oil extraction processes. Disposal of EFB
has been a major issue for the palm oil industry due to its huge amount of production.
For 2019, Masranti Oil Mill, produced 40,255.15 metric tonne of EFB, of which 92.3%
was sent to incinerator and ash from this burning process is used for land application
to balance soil pH. The remaining EFB is used for mulching across our estates.
For scheduled wastes, we adhere to the Environmental Quality (Scheduled Wastes)
Regulations 2005, in which we ensure proper labels for scheduled wastes, adequate
storage area and appoint licensed contractors by the Department of Environment
(DOE), to collect and dispose the scheduled wastes that we generate. For 2019,
Sarawak operations and Senang Estate generated 5,700 and 0.4 metric tonne of
scheduled wastes, respectively, consisting SW 305, SW 306, SW 410.
For Senang Estate, we started comprehensive data tracking and reporting in 2019,
and therefore our previous disclosure on scheduled waste generation shall be
considered as obsolete.

306-2: Waste by type and disposal method
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OUR EMPLOYEES [102-7]
Harn Len is committed to providing safe and conducive working environments for our
employees as we believe that wellbeing of employees is the determinant of success
for an organisation. We continue to engage regularly with our employees to maintain
a line of communication and to better understand the needs and expectation of our
employees.
STATISTICS OF EMPLOYEES

Total employees
Male

353

72% out of total employees

Female

28% out of total employees

Labour Rights [102-41, 407-1, 408-1, 409-1]
Harn Len is committed to upholding and promoting the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights for all workers, contractors, indigenous people, local communities and
other stakeholders. We expect our employees to practice respect and recognise the
rights of all workers regardless of gender, age, employment type, nationality, religion
and race. We established the Human Rights and Labour Rights Policy to showcase
our commitment in combatting bias treatment among our employees. The Policy sets
out key principles that we implement throughout our operations.

102-7: Scale of organisation
102-41: Collective bargaining agreements
407-1: Operations and suppliers in which the right to freedom of association and collective bargaining may be at risk
408-1: Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of child labour
409-1: Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labour
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No child labour

Freedom of
association and
collective
bargaining

No harassment and
abuse

No forced and
bonded labour

Respect for
diversity

Diversity and Inclusiveness [102-7, 102-8]
Harn Len promotes a diverse workplace and leverages on diversity to foster innovative
and creative employees which leads to a competitive business advantage. Diversity
and inclusion is of utmost importance pertaining to recruitment and treatment of
employees. Our commitment to provide diverse and inclusive workplace is translated
into the Group’s Diversity Policy in which we are committed to ensure that:
o Every employee is entitled to a working environment that promotes dignity and
respect for all. No form of intimidation, bullying or harassment will be tolerated;
o The commitment to diversity and equality in the workplace is a good
management practice and makes a sound business sense;
o Breaches of diversity policy will be regarded as misconduct and could lead to
disciplinary proceedings; and
o This policy will be implemented within the framework of the local laws, relevant
legislation and
o Malaysia Government policy
In 2019, we had a total of 353 employees across our operations in Sarawak, Pahang
and headquarters, excluding our Tenaga Kerja Indonesia (“TKI”)2. This is a decrease
by 35% due to the disposal of Lian Hup Estate and Lian Hup Oil Mill in 2019. For
distribution by gender, it shows that we have a slight decrease in women percentage
by 2% to 28% distribution in 2019. Our employees are mostly men due to hard labour
required in our estates and mills.

2

Tenaga Kerja Indonesia is part of Harn Len’s employees. However, due to their inconsistent attendance, their headcount is
excluded from this reporting.
102-7: Scale of organisation
102-8: Information on employees and other workers
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In terms of age group distribution, most of our employees are between the age group
of 30 to 50 years old which shows that the Group is hiring talent with sufficient work
experience. This is followed by the above 50 years old group and the smallest group
is below 30 years old. This pattern is consistent from 2018 until 2019. Most of our
employees are non-executives who are workers at our estates and mills.
Breakdown of employee distribution is shown as below.
T O TA L E M P L O Y E E S

2019

353

2018

543

2017

292

T O TA L E M P L O Y E E S
(BY GENDER)
Men

2019

253
100
379

2018

2017

Women

164
198
94
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T O TA L E M P L O Y E E S
(BY AGE GROUP)
2019

2018

2017

107
Above 50 years

174
119
164

30 - 50 years

215
130
82

Below 30 years

154
43

T O TA L E M P L O Y E E S
( B Y E M P L O Y M E N T C AT E G O RY )
2019

2018

2017
285

Non-executive

425
212
45

Executive

75
52
23

Management

43
28

*Management category consists Managers, Senior Managers and Directors (excluding Independent
Directors)

Talent Retention and Attraction [401-1]
At Harn Len, we aim to keep our turnover rate low in order to minimise cost of hiring
new employees and to ensure smooth journey of our business. In order to retain our
talent, we ensure that our employees receive fair remuneration and benefits. Benefits
that we are providing includes group personal accident insurance and allowances
such as transportation, travel, training, housing, telephone and education for those
with children. In Sarawak, employees from the indigenous group, who are employed
on contract basis and whose monthly wages is less than RM2,500, enjoy additional
benefits as stipulated in the Sarawak Labour Ordinance (SLO).

401-1: New employee hires and employee turnover
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We also give rewards and recognitions for high performing employees to further
motivate them in delivering outstanding tasks. Harn Len organises regular gatherings
between directors and employees to foster relationships within the Group including
festive events to celebrate Malaysia’s multi-cultural background.
In 2019, we recruited 26 employees in 2019 compared to 75 employees in 2018. Our
reduced hire rate (6.6%) for the reporting year was due to a weak business climate. In
terms of employee turnover, we recorded turnover rate at 18.55% compared to 8.19%
in 2018.
The breakdown of new hires and resignation by age and gender is tabulated in the
graphs as below.
Employee Hires 2019
7

7

6

2

Male

2

Female

Below 30 years

Male

Female

30 – 50 years

2

Male

Female

Above 50 years

Employee Resigned 2019
25

15

15
12

4

Male

Female

Below 30 years

Male

Female

30 – 50 years

2
Male

Female

Above 50 years
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Training and Development [405-1]
As a responsible organisation, Harn Len strives to provide a platform for our
employees to enhance their knowledge and skills via formal or informal training
sessions. We also believe that the skill and competency of our employees will further
contribute to the overall performance of the Group. Below is the list of key training
programmes attended by our employees in 2019.
Training programmes
Optimising Tax Benefits for Companies and Related Entities
Corporate Governance: New Perspectives and Development for Board of Directors and
Secretaries
Corporate Liability
Implementing The New Lease Accounting Requirements
Evaluating Effective Internal Audit Function
Sustainability Training
Briefing of Wildlife Animal by Forest Department Muadzam Shah
MSPO Briefing
Induction, Roles and Responsibility of MSPO Committee
CSPO Forum
E-Swiss Course for Scheduled Wastes
Chemical Handling and Spillage Training
Emergency Response and Evacuation
FFB Grading and Self Awareness towards Safety and Health
Harvesting Training
Manuring Training
Spraying Training

In 2019, we recorded a total of 832 hours of training3 with an average training hours
of 6.40 hours per employee. Graphs below illustrate the average training hours by
gender and employment type. The graph below shows that women employees
received more training hours compared to men by 1.58 hours. This is because most
of training conducted this year is about MSPO which requires administrative tasks and
this is mostly held by women employees. As for employment category, group of
Management received the highest training hours of 10.66 per employee, followed by
8.95 hours for Executives and 4.28 for Non-executives. This is due to more training
organised at corporate level including MSPO Briefing which requires involvement from
the group of Management.

3

Formal training

405-1: Diversity of governance bodies and employees
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AVERAGE TRAINING
HOURS PER EMPLOYEE
(BY GENDER)
7.69

AVERAGE TRAINING
HOURS PER EMPLOYEE
(BY EMPLOYMENT
CATEGORY)
10.66

6.11

8.95

4.28

Female

Male

Management

Executive

Non-executive

*Training hours exclude training provided to TKI

Occupational Safety and Health [403-1, 403-2, 403-4, 403-5]
The safety and health of our employees is the Group’s top priority and we have put
relevant measures towards achieving zero fatalities at our workplace. We have
developed an internal occupational safety and health (OSH) management system
which outlines a few key areas as listed below:

OSH Policy

Appointed
safety and
health officer

OSH
Committee at
each operation
site

Established
safety briefing
for visitor prior
to entering
operation site

403-1: Occupational health and safety management system
403-2: Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident investigation
403-4: Worker participation, consultation, and communication on occupational health and safety
403-5: Worker training on occupational health and safety
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The OSH Committee from each operation, has representation from both employer and
employees. This committee meets every quarterly to discuss safety and health issues,
training and development or to resolve any outstanding matters. The OSH Committee
is responsible to ensure the established OSH Policy is well communicated to all
employees. The committee is also responsible in implementing Hazard Identification,
Risk Assessment and Risk Control (HIRARC), to ensure compliance to laws and
regulations, carry out initiatives to minimise hazards and risks, as well as respond to
emergencies, accidents and injuries in the workplace. For Masranti Oil Palm Mill, we
appointed a social liaison officer who is responsible to:
o Communicate relevant information about MSPO in appropriate forms to all
stakeholders
o Ensure that complaints and grievances are resolved with reasonable practice
o Ensure internal and external stakeholders are aware of complaints and
grievance system
Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment and Risk Control (HIRADC)
To support our objective in minimising hazards and risks at our workplace, we
undertake the HIRARC assessment for all estates and mills. The HIRARC assessment
covers areas as below:
Estate
Palm oil mill
Manuring, excavation, chemical handling, Effluent pond, machineries, kernel bunker
rats baiting, cleaning of palm tree, silo, transfer carriage wet end and dry end
harvesting, machineries, workshop, fertilizer and cages
store, chemical store, spare parts store,
lubricant store, FFB loading

From the HIRARC assessment, we identified potential hazards, existing control, risk
level and accordingly recommended control measures. Among the various hazards at
our workplace, the highest risk level identified was at medium level. The potential
hazards at the medium level and its recommended control measures are outlined as
below:
Potential Hazard
Electrocution at workshop

Recommended Control Measures
To follow established Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) and to use complete
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Inhalation at chemical storage area
To ensure complete PPE is worn
Ingestion at chemical storage area
To immediately send the victim to hospital
together with relevant chemical Safety Data
Sheet (SDS) for further treatment
Unstable of hand guard while climbing up To check handrail daily and to inform
ladder
relevant person-in-charge if uncommon
situation found
Confined space during cleaning works
To ensure sufficient ventilation and permit to
work is available
Combustion during maintenance works
To ensure workplace is clean before work
commence to avoid residue that may lead to
combustion
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Falling or crash

To create secure foundation for stable
standing

For our operations in Sarawak, we communicate to all our employees that in the event
they find any unintended work that may cause harm, they can stop the work and
directly report the situation to their supervisor for further investigation and discussion.
We also created a checklist called ‘Workplace Inspection Report’ which requires
members of OSH Committee to conduct a walkabout to assess all work areas prior to
the OSH Committee meeting.
Chemical Health Risk Assessment (CHRA) is conducted once in every five years or
whenever required as stipulated in the Use and Standard of Exposure Chemical
Hazardous to Health (USECHH) Regulations 2000. The CHRA is important to identify
appropriate control measures required to protect the health of workers who are
exposed to hazardous chemicals at work.
OSH Trainings
To equip our employees with updated information, knowledge and requirements in
OSH laws and regulation, we conduct regular trainings in the areas such as use of fire
extinguishers, safety aspects in harvesting, pruning and spraying activities, use of
PPE, MSPO briefing and certification system, chemical handling and spillage training,
PPE and chemical hazards and daily operation and safety awareness for security
personnel.
With proper trainings in safety and health and implementing various measures in
creating a workplace that is safe, there were zero accidents in 2019.
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OUR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT [413-1]
Throughout the year, Harn Len contributed to multiple programmes such as festive
educational assistance for selected schools and organised festive celebrations for the
local community such as Tutup Gawai Festival and Hari Raya. List of programmes
conducted in 2019 is as below.
Education Award
This annual award ceremony was organised to celebrate employees’ children who
excelled in their studies in primary, secondary and tertiary (Diploma and Bachelor’s
Degree) levels. They were awarded with cash rewards and gifts and treated to a
special luncheon with their parents.

Tutup Gawai Festival
To celebrate harvest season, Harn Len organised the Tutup Gawai Festival, a festival
that celebrates the harvest of bountiful yields and preparing for the coming season, for
its employees and the local community. This event cultivated a community spirit and
strengthened the relationship between Harn Len and the local community.
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Contribution for Hari Raya Celebration
In conjunction with Hari Raya, Harn Len donated a supply of chicken to the community
in preparation of Hari Raya.

CONCLUSION
With the current market demand for sustainable palm oil, the Group is taking all the
necessary steps to ensure our business activities and products are in accordance with
the local and global requirements. With the certification to MSPO, we are on board in
the journey towards adopting the best agricultural practices and implementing a
sustainable palm oil production. As we move forward, we aim to strengthen our market
positioning by embedding initiatives that will further drive efficiency whilst safeguarding
the environment and contributing back to the society.

413-1: Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs
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